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Abstract
The article describes part of a short course in global issues focusing on bananas. The
background, evolution and development of a unique system of fair trade in organically
grown bananas established between Japan and Negros Island in the Philippines
provides the paper's primaiy content. Particular emphasis is given to the difference
this trade has made to the Negros side as the situation facing the islanders was, without
hyperbole, a desperate one.
1.0 Global issues as teaching content
Before beginning this study, I would like to first consider and justify the relevance of global issues
to  English  teaching.  The  term  global  issues  refers  to  world  problems  such  as  poverty,  sexism,
environmental  destruction,  war,  hunger,  and  racism,  and  also  involves  concepts  such  as  social
responsibility, international understanding, world development, peace,justice, and human rights. The
use of global issues by language educators is now firmly established. The evidence can be seen in the
regularity of related articles in professional journals, associated presentations at conferences, related
textbooks  and  teaching  materials,  and  the  successful  operation  of  special  interest  groups  within
professional teaching organizations such as TESOL, IATEL and JALT. The rationale for introducing
global issues into the EFL/ESL classroom is typically understood to be developing language skills by
using content-based instruction to examine authentic and important world issues (Cates, 1999, p.12).
To paraphrase Provo (1993, p. 12), since teachers need to use readings, dialogues and discussions,
why not use content to inform students of important world issues and to challenge them to consider
solutions?  The  role  of  English  as,  however  unofficially,  the  preferred  global  language  of
communication  between  diverse  cultures  (Crystal, 1997)  can  also  be  combined  with  a  broad
interpretation of Japanese Govrnment calls for greater internationalization to aisojustify the study
of global issues in EFL/ESL classrooms. In this respect learners themselves regularly demonstrate a
strong interest in other cultures, and also a desire for greater understanding of the world, including
specific global issues of particular interest to them.
Linguists recognize that the skills learners need to develop for the successful communication they
profess  to  desire  with  people  from  other  cultures  require  skills  beyond  those  of  phonetics,  lexis,
syntax,  etc.,  traditionally  associated  with  language  classrooms.  In  addition  to  developing basic
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language skills, global issues can assist learners develop greater understanding of other cultures and
the way they work. With such sociolinguistic knowledge, learners will be able to communicate more
successfully and satisfactorily. If they also happen to share common interests such as global issues
which  by  their  very  nature  are  problems  of  potential  concern  to  all  world  citizens,  then  their
communication can also become more meaningful as well.
1.1 Bananas as a global issue
This unconventional approach of examining global issues from the perspective of the banana is
chosen  precisely  because  of  the  banana's  humble  image.  Many  global  issues  may  seem  foreign,
esoteric and irrelevant to Japanese students, although they may be encountered regularly in the lives
of many of their peers in Asia. Our learners have the good fortune to be comfortably. closeted in an
almost uniformly safe, middle-class society. Bananas, however, are a foreign item they can relate to
without  difficulty.  This  fruit,  once  considered  expensive  and  exotic  outside  tropical  climes,  has
become  readily  and  cheaply  available  around  the  world.  Learners  will  be  aware  that  the  bananas
available  locally are not produced  en masse in  Japan and that they are likely to be imported  from
nearby countries such as Taiwan and the Philippines. Their knowledge,  however, of those countries
and the circumstances in which those bananas are grown and imported is likely to be very limited.
The following  paper will be concerned with examining  how bananas can be viewed as a  global
issue, in the process making  leamers  more knowledgeable  of  their neighbor  the Philippines, and
highlighting how solutions have been found to deeply entrenched global problems. These solutions
have arisen from the efforts of a small group of Japanese and Philippine partners who have set up a
unique system of fair trade in bananas (the concept of fair trade will be considered funher in Section
3.1). This panicular case of banana trading reflects deeply held beliefs such as self-reliant agriculture,
organic  farming,  non-exploitative fair  practices in  nonh-south trading, mutual  development  and
exchange, and greater community development and independence. For those involved, the humble
banana has become a symbol of what can be achieved given the will and determination to seek new
and better systems.
2.0 Background
2.1 The Phdippines
The  Philippines  consists  of  an  archipelago  of  over  7,000  islands located  only  some  1,500
kilometers  south  of  Kyushu.  The  national  economy  has  been  developing,  although  it  lags
sigriificantly behind regional neighbors such as Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. The rapid growth
enjoyed in the 1970's has not been matched since with the economy struggling under heavy foreigri
debt commitments.
Of the total population of approximately 70 million, 54 percent are estimated to live below the
poverty line (世界銀行, 1998, p. 61).  The poverty line is defmed by an income level capable of
purchasing the least-cost consumption of a basket of food to provide 2,016 calories of food and 50
grams of protein per day, plus some non-food items such as clothing (Library of Congress, ph. 108).
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This level of poverty is strikingly high given the Philippines' position as developing Asian economy
and the country's ranking by the World Bank as one of the world's lower middle-income economies.
Income distributioh in the Philippines is, however, highly skewed with the most affluent 20 percent
of  families  receiving  more  than  50  percent  of  total  income.  (Library  of  Congress,  ph.  109.)
Furthermore, this latter figure could be considerably higher as the income ofwealthier families in the
Philippines  is  believed  to  be  considerably  underreported.  The  extent  of  inequitable  income
distribution can be illustrated most clearly by comparison with neighboring Indonesia.The World
Bank (1998) reports that the two neighbors have very similar GNP per capita figures, with the
Philippines at $1,050 and Indonesia at $980 in 1995 (p. 9-10). Indonesia, however, has a far lower
proportion of its total population living below the poverty line at 14.5 percent.
Rural areas in the Philippines contain a disproportionate share of the poor. The agriculture, forestry
and fishing sector accounted for just over 45 percent.of the workforce in 1990, but producedjust 23
percent of total GNP (世界銀行, 1998, p. 9-10). Economists attribute much of the blame for rural
poverty to the high population rates in rural areas. The Roman Catholic Church, a huge infiuence on
all aspects of Filipino life, has vigorously opposed the family plarnning programs promoted by the
government in recent times. The Church has instead preferred to focus on injustice, graft, corruption
and other unfortunate characteristics of the local economy. This stalemate on attributing blame for
rural poverty does not appear to have been resolved with the resulting lack of coordinated policies
and action being of most detriment to the poor themselves.
2.2 Negros Island
Negros is the fourth largest island in the Philippines, located in the center of the archipelago. The
population of the isiand is approximately 3.9 million persons. The island has many of the problems
typical  of  less  successfully  developing  economies  including  a  heavily  rural-based  economy, poor
infrastmcture,  high  poverty  rates,  low  levels  of  education,  and  chronic  unemployment  and
underemployment which promote minimum wage violations. The ongoing poverty and subsistence
conditions  of  many  residents  are  contrived  by  the  rural  economy  operating  on  a  system  of
concentrated land ownership in which less than 2 percent of the populace controls 90 percent of the
land.  Not  surprisingly,  the  majority  of  the  rural  poor  are  landless  agricultural  wotkers  or  tenant
farmers. Official land and corruption reforms have been initiated, especially since the ousting of the
discredited  and  corrupt  Marcos  regime.  Whilst  some  positive  progress  has  been  made,  the
fundamental inequities largely remain unchanged.
The La Granja district, the source of the bananas in this paper is entirely rural, consisting of tiny,
isolated mountain villages. The area is extremely undeveloped. Facilities that would be taken for
granted in even isolated Japanese villages, such as (some) paved roads, access to regular medical and
educational  facilities,  etc.,  mostly  do  not  exist  in  these  areas.  Cars  and  mechanical  agricultural
equipment are rare and are probably of limited use in this inaccessible, mountain area. Their functions
are still mostly performed by the traditional water buffalo. It is estimated by the leader of the local
parish that of the local population of 20,000, about 80 percent are poor (in Muto, 1995, p. 24).
Historically, Negros has been renowned as a major supplier of sugar since the second half of the
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nineteenth century during which the local economy grew increasingly dependent upon sugar. In 1934
a Philippine-US accord was ratified which largely determined that the Negros economy be based on
the monocrop culture of sugar which was largely exported to the US. Affluent landowning families
and traders became ‘sugarlords' who controlled the economy through a hacienda system. The system
ensured the sugarlords' increasing affluence but often resulted in debt and poverty for the landless
farmers who leased small plots of land from them to grow sugar cane. This inequity ultimately led to
periods of social unrest, which continue today with paramilitary activity in this and a number of other
rural areas.
In  1983  a  drastic  reduction  in  American  demand  for  sugar  (national  exports  declined  from
1,602,000 tons in 1980 to just 446,000 tons in 1985), coupled with plummeting market prices (from
1980's approximate level of 28 cents/pound to under 5 cents/pound in 1985), caused a major shake-
up to the Negros economy. Wealthy landowners left for more lucrative locations, abandoning an
estimated 60,000 of the Negros total of 250,000 sugar workers into unemployment. Many of these
workers were not only landless and poor, but often they had no training in anything but the now
crippled sugar industry. This crisis fed the dissatisfaction of many Negros individuals and groups who
both peacefully and violently struggled for social justice. The ensuing civil unrest in the late 1980's
was violently put down by the then Aquino government, which completely turned its back on the
‘people power' platform upon which it had been elected. The military attacked villages suspected of
sympathizing with insurgents hiding in the countryside. Other villages were moved and placed under
military control. The effect was the displacement of many poor rural families and the creation of a
large internal refugee problem as people fled for safety The combination of the collapse of the Negros
economy  and  virtual  civil  war  conditions  resulted  in  the  internationally  publicized  emergency
conditions of severe malnutrition and famine in the mid-1980s to which international groups such as
UNICEF responded.
3.0 Negros-Japanese Ties
The  Negros  crisis  produced  emergency  appeals  for  relief,  including  an  appeal  to  the  Japan
Coalition of Philippine Concerns (JCPC). JCPC is a NGO (non-government organization) engaged
in political solidarity issues related to the Philippines such as lobbying the Japanese government
regarding foreign aid, acting as a watchdog for human rights violations, etc. JCPC had no experience
in  raising  funds  for  relief and did not want to participate  in  any  charity  campaign  typifying north/ 
south paternalism.
It  was  eventually  agreed  to  establish  a  new  organization,  the  Japan  Corpmittee  for  Negros
Campaign  (or  JCNC)  to  provide  the  requested emergency assistance. There was, however, an
understanding that follow-up steps would be taken to assist Negros to become self-reliant and also to
educate the Japanese public as to the causes of the crisis. That is, that the crisis was man-made: a
product of  land monopolies,  exploitation,  a monocrop  economy, and official  suppression  of  land
reform movements. In cooperation with Negros-based groups, JCNC raised funds, and sought to
educate the Japanese public of the problems, for example by organizing study tours to Negros Island
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and by sponsoring Negros solidarity concert tours in Japan.
The primary goal for JCNC and its Negros partners, however, has always been to promote self-
reliance for the Negros islanders. To this end, JCNC has launched campaigns to raise funds for
establishing  a  training  center  to  develop  agricultural  skills  (which  includes  volunteer  organic
agriculture experts from Japan), and another campaign to donate water buffaloes to Negros. JCNC
was also instrumental in setting up a viable system of fair trade, first in sugar, and then in bananas.
3.1 Fair trade in bananas
Fair trade is the name given to direct producer-consurner or people-to-people trade linkages as
opposed  to  the  more  familiar  trading link of producer-commercial concern-consumer. JCNC
understood  that  a  fair  trade  system  would   directly  benefit  Negros  farmers.  Initially, the readily
available commodity of the traditionally produced Mascobado brown sugar was imported through
JCNC. This sugar was then sold through supponive organizations such as the Kyoseisha (now Green)
Coop in Kyushu, the Tokushima Association for Betterment of Life in Shikoku, and the organic
produce home delivery service, Ninjin Club, operated by the Chubu Recycling Citizens' Group based
in Nagoya. A feature of this trade was the inclusion of a \ 50 per kilogram surcharge to be used for
promoting agricultural self-reliance in Negros. The Negros side was pleased with the prospect of this
form of fair trade as some financially-pressed farmers were having to sell their produce through
exploitative middlemen who only buy as low as 10 percent of the market prices they receive from fair
trade  buyers.  A  trading  firm,  Alter  Trade  Corp  (or ATC)  was  set  up  on  Negros  to  coordinate
purchasing, transport, marketing and export. After some initial quality problems were overcome,
continuing success required the established of an equivalent body in Japan, Alter Trade Japan, to
manage import, distribution and sales here.
From the beginning, bananas were seen to have far greater significance as a basis for trading.
Despite the former sugar crisis, approximately 64 percent of the productive agricultural land on
Negros is still devoted to sugar production. The next major crop of rice accounts for only 20 percent
of the total area, hence crop diversification is still required. Exporting bananas was seen to be a
solution which could not only lessen dependency on sugar, but also offer a more attractive mass
market product which required the involvement of many small Philippine producers.
The Japanese side also had other reasons for encouraging the import of new sources of bananas.
Since the 1960's huge banana plantations had been set up in the Philippines by large American and
Japanese companies specifically to supply the Japanese market. Most of bananas imported to Japan
have their origin in the Mindanao-based plantations established by these multinational agribusiness
firms. Japanese groups such as the coops, consumer and recycling groups noted above were very
interested in encouraging organically grown bananas as an alternative to plantation bananas. They
were concerned that the heavily sprayed plantation bananas are hazardous to the health of both
Filipino workers (who complain of being sprayed directly while working) and Japanese consumers.
Furthermore, the existing trading system in plantation bananas represents the very worst kind of
nonh-south exploitation  practices in  which  advanced  economies  take  advantage  of third  world
countries' cheap labor to produce cheap food, which they then export and also retain the bulk of the
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profits for. The origins of the altemative trade in bananas evolved over the course of interaction
between groups who were interested in developing and diversifying the Negros economic structure,
and consumer groups who sought less exploitative, healthier and ecologically sound products for the
large and expanding consumer groups they represented. The concerns of both sides seemed to be
ideologically matched. The question was whether organic bananas be successfully imported from
Negros Island?
3.2 Establishing supply
On a visit to Negros in 1988, Green Coop and JCNC organizers investigated the possibility of
importing bananas. Of the various locally available varieties, the Balangon variety was chosen for its
likely taste appeal to Japanese consumers and also because it was not part of the Negros local diet.
The logistics of importing bananas, however, proved to be not a small challenge. For export purposes,
they had to first establish a regular supply, ensure quality control and reliable transportation. Previous
experience in exporting sugar counted for little with the far more delicate and perishable product of
bananas. Investigations showed that the best potential source for Balangon bananas was found to be
the La Granja district on the outskirts of Mt.Canlaon. This rural area, however, was not only subject
to military and paramilitary attacks, but also suffered from poor access. Transport to the area involved
driving 4 wheel-drive vehicles from the provincial capital 60 miles away to get as close as possible
before even these vehicles had to be abandoned to navigate on foot the rock-strewn mountain paths
and rivers without bridges. Progress was also slowed by the need to pass through a number of military
checkpoints along the way.
These  dithculties  were  eventually  overcome  with  the  involvement  of  the  Basic  Christian
Community  (or BCC)  which  had  strong  linkages in the  area.  BCC  working  with  ATC  met  with
villagers to work out several buying centers accessible to both ATC trucks and to the villagers who
had the task of carrying on their shoulders the freshly harvested green bananas from their farms to
buying centers. The villagers are paid a fixed price of 45 centavos on-the-spot by ATC buyers for each
banana suitable for export. (The banana growers previously received lower, fluctuating prices when
selling bananas to middlemen.) From the various buying centers the bananas are transported to a
single, central washing/packing center. There the bananas are washed and then packed into boxes in
which they are driyen to Bacolod, the provincial capital's airport for airlifting to Manila. In Manila,
ATC officers complete export transactions and arrange for the bananas to be loaded onto a freighter
which arrives in Japan after 5-9 days, ready to be distributed through the consumer organizations
here. Exports began in early 1990. In Japan these Negros bananas are sold at prices 2-3 times higher
than those of plantation bananas, however, this has proved to be no obstacle and demand has always
exceeded supply.Certainly consurners in these organizations would already be accustomed to paying
a premium for organic produce which typically cannot compete with mass market farming techniques
on price.The commitment to this partnership for all involved, however, was soon to be put to. the test
by nature.
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3.3 Typhoon Ruping and its after-effects
Unfortunately, this initial success was soon forgotten as a powerful typhoon named Ruping struck
Negros Island in November 1990. Homes, crops and banana plants were destroyed, including those
in the La Granja area. Immediately after the typhoon, ATC and ATJ officers inspected the area and
determined that all crops and bananas were devastated and that disaster relief was urgently required.
Japanese and Philippine partners urgeritly met to coordinate efforts for emergency relief and to plan
rehabilitation.
The typhoon's setback was surprisingly minor, however, as pre-typhoon success had apparently
made all parties concerned confident of the long-term potential of fair trade in bananas. An ambitious
Five Year Development Plan for Self Reliance 1992-1996 (FYDP) was initiated to take six targeted
hamlets toward greater development and independence. These isolated communities had severe
problems in common. Problems included children suffering from malnutrition, minimal access to
medical treatment (some received only monthly visits from medical professionals), and low incomes,
averaging 500-600 pesos (about \1,400-1,700) per month which was considerably lower than the
official  minimum  wage  of  2,340 pesos (or \6,500).  The communities shared a primary school,
operating only part-time, which was too distant for some children to travel to. The basis of the FYDP
was  to  assist  farmers  to  achieve  self-sufficiency  by  improving  their  agricultural  knowledge  and
efficiency, and to promote education and medical access in these remote areas.
To achieve these aims, the villagers organized themselves into a cooperative called the Balangon
Grower's Association (BGA) representing almost 300 families. One of the BGA's first initiatives was
to plant new saplings with the support of various NGOs to begin recovery of banana production, and
between 1991-1993, the number of banana plants tripled. BGA steadily increased its coverage to
over 600 households and by early 1992, banana shipments were fully resumed. Before resumption of
exports, new Balangon banana producers from other parts of Negros and also on Luzon Island were
added to sustain supply to Japanese consumers during the twelve-months required for new plants to
bear ftuit.
Unlike many other faming organizations, however, BGA does not limit its activities to only the
agricultural interests of members. As part of the FYDP, BGA also strives to fulfil a number of basic
goals relating to achieving minimum standards for the food, housing, education and health needs of
villagers. The key to achieving any of these goals was to raise income, and in this respect, fair trade
has been most successful. Average household income has risen some three-fold to 1,500-2,000 pesos
per month (approximately \4,100-5,500) with more successful farmers earning up to 3,000 pesos.
This is still only a modest income, even for the Philippines, however, this increase has been of great
benefit to rural families. Increased income paeant farmers no longer need to supptement their income
by working part-time for sugar haciendas and could devote more time to developing their own farms.
BGA members also reported vastly improved diets, although they still require a higher intake of
vegetables and proteins to achieve a more balanced and healthier diet. Many families were also now
able to improve the structure of their homes by replacing their formerly thatched roofs with tin, and
by strengthening walls. The importance of education was stressed and by 1993 almost all children in
BGA villages attended primary schools, with a further 50 percent attending high school. Additionally,
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self-reliance is  being promoted　 with  villagers  being  trained  in  primary health care and herbal
medicine under FYDP programs.
BGA's efforts have changed the nature of local agriculture signl'ficantly. Money has been made
available for the purchase of seeds and equipment. Formerly barren or abandoned areas are now
cultivated with new crops for diversification and diet variety, in addition to traditional crops. BGA
has formed aghculture production committees selecting members from the more enthusiastic farmers
in each of the twelve chapters. Some of these members have been selected to receiye six months
training in compost making and organic farming. After completing their training, graduates return to
provide role models for the other farmers in their chapters.
BGA has also developed a role in providing for some of the material needs of its members.
Learning  from  the experience of Japanese coop and consumer groups' direct purchasing from
producers, BGA instigated a ‘rolling store' which operates in tandem with banana trading. The
bananana transport trucks which were driven empty to the buying centers, now carry rice, soap, flour,
salt, sugar, and other necessities. ATC buys these goods directly from producers, thereby eliminating
the cut taken by the middleinan, and sells these items cheaply to villagers with only a small transport
fee and a 2-5 percent markup added. The markup is split between the individual maintaining the store
at the time of sale (this responsibility rotates from family to family, hence the term ‘rolling store'),
the BGA chapter concerned and to the BGA itself. Eventually, it is intended to develop the rolling
store into a consumer cooperatlve.
4.0 Fair Trade: Implications for Negros
4.1 Work sharing practices and conditions
Japanese demand for fair trade bananas has grown greatly, and the single Packing center has since
had to be expanded to twelve. Each center is run locally by different organizations. The original BCC-
managed center in La Granja provides an example of the unique, community-minded system in place.
The center consists of a simple, roofed but wall-less yard into which the bananas collected are
unloaded, undergo further quality control before they are washed in water and then a banana vinegar
solution. The stems are treated with a watered down salt-water solution to prevent mould developing
during transport. The bananas are finally weighed and packed into boxes for shipping.
The work is performed by two teams of 45 persons working a five hour shift. The two teams come
from different BCC zones and all work is rotated equally between the various BCC zones. Althopgh
it was initially estimated that the packing center could employ 30 persons on a full-time basis, the
local communities elected to share all new employment opportunities since there were so many
families in desperate need of any additional income. The members forming the teams are therefore
not fixed, but are chosen by their local community according to their need for income. If selected,
fatnilies involved in this cooperative work may send only one member on any given day. Those
eligible for work are men or women aged between 16 and 60, although preference is given to boys
attending high schools and to girls from needy families who wish to continue studying. All workers
are paid an equal wage of 67 pesos for a single fiye hour shift, allowing high school students to pay
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off the 200 peso fee required per semester if they work a few times. In addition to providing much-
needed cash income─for some families this work provides their main source of income─the centers
are said to be of great benefit to the local community in their fostering of cooperation and interaction
between the constantly rotating teams working together at the packing centers.
4.2 Sharing prosperity
This spirit of community is not forgotten for those Negros communities who are not involved in
the BGA area either. Loans are made available to groups, but not to individuals, in non-BGA areas
for  the  purchase  of  agricultural  equipment,  seeds,  etc. The  interest  rate  is  set  at  10  percent,
significantly below the 18 percent payable on loans from public agricultural bodies. Funds for this
program  originate  from  a  solidarity  contribution  of  20  yen  per  kilogram  charged  to  Japanese
consumers on all bananas imported via this fair trade system. The non-BGA area loans are made up
of  contributions  for  those  bananas  not  imported  from  BGA  areas.  In  this  way,  the  organizations
involved are making efforts to share their success.
5.0 Conclusion
This paper has mainly limited its coverage to describing the Filipino side of this trading system.
From the perspective of global issues, this is where the main effect of fair trade is felt, and where the
changes brought about are most evident, and even dramatic. There are, however, other aspects
warranting specific treatment, but space and time limitations did not allow their consideration in this
paper. These include a more detailed examination of the Japanese side of banana trading, the primary
role of women in Japan and the Philippines in this trade, and, consideration of why Japanese official
development  assistance  has  been  of  limited  assistance  to  poor  communities  such  as  those  from
Negros. It is proposed to consider these aspects in a follow-up paper.
The consideration of bananas in this study has touched upon a number of global issues including
poverty, environmental destruction, war, hunger, social responsibility, international understanding,
world development, and justice. This content, however, can do more than improve language skills
and communication. Students should become more aware of the very real power that they possess as
first world consumers, a power some may not have been aware of. It is hoped that by studying global
issues they will become more sensitive to this power, how north-south trading exploits those less
fortunate, and how much a part we may play in this exploitation. In future, the choices learners make
as consumers, especially those on behalf of their families, should be at least more informed Choices.
They will hopefully be more aware that there are different options, even when it comes to buying
something  as  simple  as  a  banana, and  that  the  choices  they  make  may  have  vastly  different
consequences. Linguistic benefits notwithstanding, knowledge of what options or informed choices
are available to learners is surely the ultimate goal of education in its broadest sense.
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